Quantification of analytical recovery in particle and microorganism enumeration methods.
Enumeration-based methods that are often used to quantify microorganisms and microscopic discrete particles in aqueous systems may include losses during sample processing or errors in counting. Analytical recovery (the capacity of the analyst to successfully count each microorganism or particle of interest in a sample using a specific enumeration method) is frequently assessed by enumerating samples that are seeded with known quantities of the microorganisms or particles. Probabilistic models were developed to account for the impacts of seeding and analytical error on recovery data, and probability intervals, obtained by Monte Carlo simulation, were used to evaluate recovery experiment design (i.e., seeding method, number of seeded particles, and number of samples). The method of moments, maximum likelihood estimation, and credible intervals were used to statistically analyze recovery experiment results. Low or uncertain numbers of seeded particles were found to result in variability in recovery data that was not due to analytical recovery, and should be avoided if possible. This additional variability was found to reduce the reproducibility of experimental results and necessitated the use of statistical analysis techniques, such as maximum likelihood estimation using probabilistic models that account for the impacts of sampling and analytical error in recovery data.